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PREFACE

This document is one of several reports of the "Department Of Defense
Cur- culum Materials Utilization in Vocational Education" project (Contract
No. 300-750-276) conducted by The Center for Vocational Education at The Ohio
State University. The purpose of this report is to describe the design, Oper-
ating procedures, and implementation strategies for a SYSTEM to make military-
developed curriculum materials readily accessible to civilian vocational and .

technical educators.In addition, several SYSTEM alternatives are proposed
a or- with some speculation regarding their possible effects on cost and
SYSTEM effectiveness .
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SUM: RY

This report describes the design, operating procedures, and implementation
strategies for a SYSTEM to make military-developed curriculum materials acces-
sible to civilian vocational and technical educators. The primary requirements
of this SYSTEM are:

1. It should be centralized in terms of acquisition and selection, ma-
terial preparation and referencing, and duplication of materials.

2. It should interact directly with civilian educators and include the
use of a feedback mechanism from the users in order to determine their
degree of satisfaction with products and services and to determine
additional needs.

3. ft should acqUire, process, and reproduce or otherwise -ake available
all mdia formats in which the materials appear.

4. It should maintain a current collection of new and revised materials
in occupational areas for use by vocational and technical educators.

Organizationally the SYSTEM is composed of four interrelated components
eihich will provide the necessary products and services to vocational and tech-
nical _ducators. The components are:

1. Acquisition and Selection

2. Materials P eparation and Referencing

3. Duplication and Distribution

4. Wier

The Acqu I , it i on and Selection component is primarily responsible for identify-

ing, selecting, and acquiring curriculum materials and preparing bibliographic
information. The Materials Preparation and Referencing component prepares
czaalog entries, indexes material, modifies and packages material, and assembles
catolo(4::;, The Duplication and Distribution component:receives orders, duplicates
material and processes orders, sends material, handles bookkeeping, stores the
"master copies," and montains thematerials inventory. User Services negotiates
or-clarifies the original order, provides technical assistance to users, makes
referrals to other agencies, develops and distributes promotional material, dis-
tributes catalogs, and assesses user needs and satisfaction.

ix



[r is recommended that a minimum of five years be allowed for full imple-
mentation. Field study should occur over the first three years of operation
to determine tho acce:Jtability of the materials, users demand for the various
kinds oC material (printed, audiovisual, hardware), and the extent of modifi-
cation required by.vocational and technical educators. A differentiated staff
of six to eight members should operate the SYSTEM with an annual operating
budget oF $225,000 to $275,000. An initial investment of $50,000 should be
made in a revolving fund which would allow printing ahead of demand and devel-
opment of a materials inventory. The SYSTEM should be subsidized during at
least the first five years to help offset the high acquisition and user ser-
vice Q0St2.

SYSTEM alternatives consist primarily of increasing or decreasing the
Level of effort within individual components. Enrichment would occur in the
droa of additiogal services and assistance to vocational and technical teachers,
whereas, decreases in scope of work would eliminate or reduce the availability
of audiovisual material and the field study and user workshop activities.



CHAPTER I

SYSTEM DESIGN

Introduction

Development of a national capacity to disseminate military-developed cur-
riculum materials to the civilian sector has been under discussion for at least
the past eight years. Public Law 90-576, the Vocational Amendments of 1968,
specifically calls in Section 191, (C) (1) (D) , . to survey curriculum

erials produced by other agencies of Government, including the Department
same section of the law empowers the commissioner to engageof Defense." This

non-profit agencies to conduct such surveys and "to promote the development
and dissemination of vocational education curriculum materials. .

Although there have been several studies dealing with the utiliEation and
relationship of military-developed curriculum materials to the civilian sector,
only one activityl prior to this project dealt specifically with the topic of
designing, developing, and operating an information system for military cur-
riculum materials. The other studies were concerned with one or more of the
following fiVe topics: (1) military and civilian job similarities, (2) use of
military-developed materials in civilian schools, (3) acquiring military-
developed materials for civilian use, (4) advantages of using military mate-
rials, and (5) potential problems in using military materials in civilian set-
tings. Each of the studies concluded that a large number of the curriculum
matorials developed for military use are also applicable to civilian vocational
odueation programs. Further, these studies supported findings in this project
that although the materials exist within the military community, civilian ac-
cess to those materials is very difficult and sporadic. In addition, informa-

regarding the existence of these materials is not widely disseminated to
those who might benefit from their use, resulting in a general lack of aware-
ness of military-developed curriculum materials among vocational teachers.

The interest shown in military-developed curriculum materials is based on
aevrol faces. First, the instructional systems design procedures utilized by
the military are very rigorous, are comprehensive, and have considerable staff,

1JeUTe5 f Qtraubel. _ Central Gearinghouce Thro gh
Wh- e. -Tea May Be Made Ava_lable to Civilian

(Grant No. OEC-0-70-4980 (399 ) - Phase TI). Washington, D.C.
Aerospace Education Foundation, 1971.



time, and money investments which far exceed that available in the civilian
educational sector. The process of curriculum development involves detailed
job analyses and formulation of performance objectives. Rigorous evaluation,
testing, and necessary revision are integral parts of this process. Second,
the rurriculum materials are criterion-referenced and lob specific. They are
intended to train tho personnel to perform the necessary tasks in a specific
job. Third, the uurriculum materials produced are multimedia and include the
latest edueational technology for the instructional and learning processes.
Fourth, military curriculum materials are constantly being updated to include
the latest tochnobtelical information. Finally, current revisions of military
training programs are emphasizing individualized self-paced instruction.

Those milieary-developed training programs have proven their ability to
provide comprehensive, cost-offeetive, timely, and accurate training for many
oecupations io the military. Many of these military occupations are closely
allied with or identical to those found in the civilian sector. The Department
of Defense has -,loped u ;41-7,1A(04!/-11,in (-)mw,q1;ional Sourc Book (1975)
which identifies 335 military occupations having counterparts in the civilian
sector. civilian educators interested in systematic curriculum development,
critorion-referenced or competency-based instruction, or self-paced and indi-
vidualized programs have an opportunity to obtain programs and materials which
have already beon developed and tested.

Justification fOr development of a SYSTEMx is based on three existing con-
ditions. The conditions aro described as follows and shown:symbolically in
Figure 1.

Thr- -le number of potential civilian users of military-developed
eurriculum materials. These users havo not been precisely numbered, but
presumably include vocational and technical educators at the secondary
and pest-seeondary levels in public and private educational institutions
and the training directors in corporations, businesses, and industries.
There is evidence of information needs related to curriculum materials
in this user community and these neeth: ro quite heterogeneous. This
user community has shown an interest L. tilitary-developed curriCulum
materials at various times through several means.

. There are several information centers that:provide announcement and
availability services for military-developed curriculum materials.
These include the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC),

2SYSTEM in capitals refers to the physical facilities and financial assets,
proc-duro which when designed, tested, operated, evaluated, and

revid will idenLtry, ar:guire, and disseminate military curriculum materials
r;imirlimont of Defense and the Coast Guard) to civilian edu-

eat i ro.;
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National Technical Information Service (NTIS) , Abstracts of Instruc-
tional and Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education
(AIM/ARM) , National Audiovisual Center (NAC) , the Superintendent of
Documents (SD) , Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) , and U.S. Naval
jnstitute (NI). The collective capability of existing centers for meet-
ing user needs is rather high, but there is a limited amount of coordi-
nation among them. Further, ERIC, NTIS, AIM/ARM, and SD are limited to
reproduction of printed materials. The National Audiovisual Center,
Aerospace Education Foundation, and U.S. Naval Institute are the only
information centers which provide audiovisual material reproduction
services, but on a rather small scale.

There have not been organized efforts to improve the overall match be-
tween the curriculum needs of vocational educators and training direc-
tors and the collectiVe capabilities of the nation's curriculum materials
information.centers-in terms of delivery of military-developed curriculum
materials. SignifICant improvements in the match could result in im-
proved delivery and use of existing military-developed curriculum mate-
rials by civilian vocational and technical educators, thus increasing
the taxpayers' return on the military investment in instructional mate-
rials. At the same time, vocational and technical teachers could gain
a greater return on their investment by purchasing and using already

,

developed and tested materials.

The relatively low level of match which exists between info/mation needs
and information services continues to exist for several reasons:

1) Vocational and technical educators are not aware of the materials which
arc available and may therefore fail to draw upon infoimation resources
that may meet specific needs.

2) Info_mation centers are not always well informed on the information
needs of the users, thus, they fail to provide services that match
true needs.

Information centers may lack incentive and resources for making signi-
Fican rovements in their individual services and for working closely
with other information contort; to meet tho colLoctive needs of users.

4) Because no centralized information system for military curriculum ma-
terials exists, information centers' responses to user needs reflect
only part of the total available information.

DevelopmAt of an overall system to make military-developed currieulum ma-
terials available to civilian educators and trainers would significantly reduce
this mismatch.

Th
Availa

} )U rposm.

for utAl
SYSTEM is to make ilitary-developed curriculum materials
n in civilian voca ional and technical education programs.
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The SYSTEM would provide a closer match between the curriculum needs of
vocational and technical educators and the applicable military curriculum ma-
terials. In order to effectively bring about this match, the SYSTEM should

possess the following characteristics:

1. It should be centralized in terms of acquisition and selection, ma-
terial preparation and referencing, and duplication of materials.

It should interact directly with civilian educators and include the
use of a feedback mechanism from the users in order to determine
their degree of satisfaction with products and services and to deter-
mine additional.needs.

It should acquire, process, and reproduce or otherwise make available
all media formats in which the materials appear.

4. It should maintain a current collection of new and revised materials
in occupational areas for use by vocational and technical educators.

Design

The des gn of a SYSTEM to make military-developed ourriculum materials
available to civilian vocational and technical educators necessitates trans-
lation of SYSTEM requirements into specifications for individual component,
activities and relationships.

If the SYSTEM is to function effectively and avoid duplication of products
and services provided by existing information systems, it will be necessary to
establish formal operating relationships with other agencies. Prominent among
these agencies with which working arrangements need to be developed are the
Aerospace Education Foundation, the U.S. Naval Institute, the National Audio-
visual Center, the National Technical Information Service, the Superintendent
of Documents, Educational Resources Information Center, Abstracts of Instruc-
tional and Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education, and the
NaLional Network. of Curriculum Coordination Centers. The relationships between
th ;YSTEM and other agencies, information systems, civilian educators, and
the military are shown in Pigure 2.

Organizationally the SYSTEM will be composed of four interrelated compo-
nent which will provide the necessary products and services to vocational and
technical ducators. The components are:

isitiuri and Selection

Le-ials Preparation and Referencing

Dul ition and DitribuLion

4 User Services

5



CIVILIAN USERS OF MILITARY-DEVELOPED CURRICULUM MATERIALS
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Figure 2. SYSTEM D s'-n
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Educators' primy point of access to the SYSTEM will be through the User Ser-
vices component. The Acquisition and Selection and materials Preparation and
Referencing components will interact with the technical training sections of
the military services and other information centers.

A more detailed description of the activities and relationships within
the four SYSTEM components follows. Chapter 11 provides the detailed procedures
on component development and operation.

u7LLt1on and Selection

The Acquisition and Selection component of the SYSTEM is primarily respon-
sible for identifying, selecting, and acquiring the military curriculum mate-
rials which are relevant to the needs of civilian vocational and technical
educators. The major activities of this component (see Figure 3) include:

1. Identifying of military-developed curriculum materials appropriate
for use in civilian vocational and technical programs. Materials may
be identified by reviewing descriptions in military formal schools
catalogs or by routine routing of new or revised material by the

2. Selecting of curriculum materials based upon selection factors such
as needs priorities, level of training, and adaptability.

Acquiring of selected Curriculum materials for courses from the mili-
tary by placing telephone, or mail orders, or through staff visitation.

4. Preparing of curriculum materials bibliographic information to record
disposition of ordered material, and to serve as a reference to mate-
rials obtained by the SYSTEM.

To ensure that the SYSTEM be as effective as possible, the persons-operat-
ing the Acquisition and Selection component must be aware of the kindsof

I I p vical Ind 1 lid I .r^ hn rub t ors neoil ;Ind i must al mo 'have
, 1 Ii 1 .11 y -11 1111,1 iiiiui 11 ii 1 , , 1,1 j hr. wIlt.1 h..: 1 }i.ic art.

maI,-1 1.11i. which Niny duti:dy thin nuou . requires well deLined working re-
lationships not only wiLh the military, hut also among components within the
SYSTEM.

Contac s need to be made and procedures need to be established with the
technical training headquarters in the Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine
Corps, and Navy for requesting and reviewing materials. Because most of the
materials will be new or revisions of those already acquired, mechanisms for
routinely receiving these newly developed materials from the military need td

developed with the Department of Defense.

Withil. the SYSTEM, the User Services component will provide the Acquisition
and Selestion component with information on users' curriculum needs, desires for
particular media formats, and reactions to materials cost and information on

7
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equipment requirements. The Acquisition and Selection component should recip-
rote by continually keeping User Services aware of newly acquired materials
whici will be available after processing.

The fficieucy of this component is dependent upon receiving accurate in-
formation on user needs and the establishment of clear and direct lines of
communication with military technical training centers.

Materialo Prep-rltion and Referencing

The Materials Preparation and Referencing component is responsible for
codifying and modifying3 the military curriculum materials which have been
selected for use in civilian vocational and technical schools and preparing
catelogs which describe these various course materials. The major activities
of the component include:

1. Preparing catalog entries which describe the material in sufficient
detail to allow educators to determine whether or not it will be use-
ful in their program. Included here is bibliographic information
prepared by the Acquisition and Selection component.

2. indexing of courses by Dictionary of Occupational Titles Codee Depart-
ment of Defenee number, U.S. Office of Education Code, and U.S. Office
of Leeeation occupational cluster.

Modifying and packaging of cur- iculum materials for easy understanding
and use by civilian educators.

4. Assembling curriculum materials descriptions into job related cate-
gories or clusters for distribution to specialized groups of vocational
and technical educators.

Although the Materials Preparation and Referencing component does not have
a direct linkage outside the sYSTEM (see Figure 4) , it will provide catalogs to
e- al users through the User Servicee component and will receive user satis-

ti on ieforme ion from purchasers of the material.

The Me_eriale Preparation and Referencing component will be most closely
aseciated with the military-developed curribulum materials, thus most knowl-
edgeable about their content and format, and will rely heavily on the informa-
tion received from those who have purchased and used the material to determine
the extent to which modifications are necessary or user instructions are re-
quired. IL is recommended that only minor modifications be made in the mate-
rial, eh as removing the military7specific information and providing a cover

1--M fica ion of materials by the SYSTEM is to include deletion of military-
specific parts of a course (e.g., orientation.toeeilitary regulations) , but will
not include editing or rewriting to eliminate isolated references to the military.

Q
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CIVILIAN USERS OF MILITARY-DEVELOPED CURRICULUM MATERIALS
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sheet explaining the modifications aid noting the availability of printed and
audiovisual material not provided.

GPnerally, the SYSTEM will make available all relevant printed material
and appropriate slides and transparencies. Commercially-prepared audiovisuals
will be referred to the developer and military films should be made available
through the National Audiovisual Center. When processing activities have-been
completed, the "master copy" of the materials will be sent to the Duplication
and Distribution component for filing.-

The Material- Preparation and Referencing component also has responsibility
for preparing curr-oulum packages that can be easily understood and used by
civilian vocational and technical educators and providing sufficient informa-
tion about the materials to them to decide whether or not the materials satis-
fy their needs.

ion und Djstpjbitn

The Duplication and Distribution component is responsible for duplicating
military curriculum materials and distributing them. The major activities of
the component include:

Receiving orders for cur iculum materia .s in the SYSTEM through the
ser Services component.

2. Duplicating curriculum mat- i Is.

3. -ring materials for shipment to the reguestor.

4. Providing'the bookkeeping for the SYSTEM--billings, receipt of money,
and record keeping.

5. Maintaining and storing the "Master Copy" of curriculum materials.

6. Maintaining an inventory of curriculum materials which can be used
to fill customer orders.

The Duplication and Distribution component has direct contact with civilian
vocational and technical educators through filling and mailing orders,(see
Figure 5). Approximatnly 90 percent of the orders should be processed for
delivery in less than two weeks. Any delay in sending the material should be
immediately communicated to the requeStor. Referrals to other sources for
those parts of the curriculum which are not available from the SYSTEM should be
sent along with the shipment of materials. A pre-addressed, postage paid user
satisfaction and user needs form should be enclosed with each shipment of ma-
terial to secure infolfflation about the use of the material and the desire for
mor.

Thi omponunt shouLc iniLially experiment with reproduction of all types
of media: printed, videotapes, audiotapes, slides, transparencies, films, and

2 0
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lmstrips. This would also allow for some experimentation in converting
various media to a standard media, for example, converting charts, films,
slides, and transparencies to videotape.

The effectiveness of the SYSTEM will be determined by the quality of the
services and products provided. Procedurbs for ordering curriculum material
should be as simple as possible and vocational and technical eduCators should
receive explicit instructions for ordering either by mail or telephone. Cost
of materials and quality of reproduction should compare favorably with other
information centers. It is recommended that the purchase price cover only the
cost of the materials and handling; otherwise the cost would not be competi-
tive wi-h cemmwrcially prepared material.

The Duplication and Distribution component will receive custody of the
materials "Master Copy" from the Materials Preparation and Referencing compo-
nent and is responsible for maintaining and inventory of materials for dis-
tribution. One of the most difficult tasks this component will have is to
estimate the demand for various curriculum materials. Duplication on demand
is a very expensive process often requiring the use of photocopy equipment
which produces copy of less than desirable quality and at great expense. To'

take advantage of high volume presses and higher quality reproduction it will
be necessary to estimate the probable sales volume of certain items so that
multiple copies can be produced during a single printing and stored for future
sale. To allow duplication of materials prior to payment, a revolving fund
of perhaps $50,000 should be established by the SYSTEM for a curriculum mate-
ials inventory. It may also be desirable for the Duplication and Distribution

component to cooperate with the Acquisition and Selection component in arrang-
ing purchases of multiple copies of some materials directly from the military.

The User Services component is responsible for negotiating orders for
materials, assessing user satisfaction_and needs, providing technical assist-
ance, and distributing materials cata7logs and SYSTEM promotional material.
The major activities of the component include:

1. Receiving and negotiating requests for materials. Requests for mate-
rials contained in the SYSTEM will be sent directly to the Duplication
and Distribution component for filling and other requests will be re-
ferred to other agencies. General information requests about the
:SYSTEM will also be handled by this component.

viding technical assistance to vocational and technical educators
in the form of workshops to explain the military-developed curriculum
material and offer suggestions on how it may be adapted to civilian
vocational and technical programs.

t rr irrj users to other information syste
lvailabto from the SYSTEM.

13
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4. Developing and distributing SYSTEM promotional materials (e.g., bro-
chures and newsletters).

Dis ributing mat rials cataloqa
ing list .

a get audiences on a SYSTEM mail-

Assessing user satisfaction and needs through letters, telephone calls,
user satisfaction cards enclosed in orders, and through field studies
conducted on user acceptance of the material.

Tntact with the SYSTEM by civilian vocational and technical educators
will be made through the User Services component (Figure 6). All requests _or
materials and services will be reviewed, and those pertaining to materials con-
tained in the SYSTEM will be sent to the Duplication and Distribution component.
The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), Abstracts of Instructional
and Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (AIM/ARM) , the
National Technical Information Service (NT1S), the U.S. Naval Institute (NI),
the Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) , and the Superintendent of Documents--
Government Printing Office (GPO) are agencies to which requests may be referred
for materials not provided by the SYSTEM. It is essential that the User Services
component know the capabilities and capacity of each of these information sys-
tems, be thoroughly familiar with their products and services, and establish
referral procedures with these agencies. However, the SYSTEM should not serve
as an intermediary in delivering the products of other agencies to the user.

Currently, th_re is some uncertainty about the likelihood of wide accep-
tance of and high demand for military-developed curriculum materials by civilian
vocational and technical educators. Although studies have shown that the mate-
rials are applicable for civilian use, no hard evidence of acceptability or
demand by the "average" vocational or technical teacher exists. Therefore, it
is appropriate and perhaps necessary during the initial two years of SYSTEM
operation to pursue the following questions:

1. What perception do civilian vocational teachers have of military-
developed curriculum materials?

what kinds of modifications should be made in military curriculum
materials?

How satisfied are civilan vocational and technical educators with
military curriculum mata'rials?

These and perhaps many more quctions need to be answered before making firm
polic es about packaging and modification of materials or dissemination ra

The User Services component will also have contact with vocational and
teehnial educators by providing technical assistance. This assistance may

in the form of workshops during the first three or four years and provided
at f.xpense. The workshops should be conducted at the state level to
acquaint potential users with the material and the SYSTEM.- Local agencies or

14



CIVILIAN USERS OF MiL APY-DEVELOPMENT CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Requests for
Information,
Assistance,
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User Feedbaak
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Technical Assistance,
Referrals,
Requests for User
Feedback

USER SERVICE COMPONENT

. Receive or Negotiate Order_

Provide Technical Assistance

. Referral to Other Agencies

. Develop and Distribute Promotional Material

. Distribute Catalogs

. Assess User Needs and Satisfaction
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Needs
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Acquisition
and Selection
Component

#
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Satisfaction
Information

Assembled
CatalOg

Materials
Preparation and
Referencing
Component

User
Satisfaction
Information

Orders

Duplication
and Distribu-
tion Component

gure 6. User Services Component
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otheT groups may want socuto tho a :=!istance df trained state staff, or

SYSTEM staff at their own expense.

This component will also develop and maintain a categoric,l mailing list
of vocational and technical educators who are potential consumers of military-
developed curriculum material. A brochure will be designed and distributed
describing the capacity and capability of the SYSTEM. The occupational cluster
catalogs developed by the Mar_erials Preparation and Referencing component will
be distributed to appropriate audiences. User Services also assumes respon-
sibility for identifying and testing dissemination strategies and establishing
linkages with user groups.

Internally, the User Services component serves as the nerve center of the
entire_SYSTEM. This component provides user needs information to the Acquisition
and Seleetion component and user satisfaction information about the material and
the SYSTEM to the Duplication and Distribution and Materials Preparation and
Referencing components.

Management and Co dination

The g neral management and-coordination of the SYSTEM activities should
come under the purview of a project director who is available to devote at
least 50 percent of his/her time to this process. Each of the four components
should have a unit leader or head which reports directly to the SYSTEM director.
Figure 7 shows a formal organizational structure which may exist within the
SYSTEM.

The following suggestions in the areas of staffing, facilities, and equ p-
ment should provide some guidance to those preparing to implement the SYSTEM.

cler
The SYSTEM staff uld be a balance of professional, technical, and
-1 persons with education and experience in the area of their assignment,

Prolect_Direetor. The project director should be responsible for overall
management and control of the SYSTEM internally as well as'relating to military
establishment and civilian vocational and technical education. The director
should have administrative experience and a background in vocational or tech-
nical education. In addition he/she should be familiar with military training
and protocol and understand information systems.

Professional Staff. Asenior professional staff in addition to the proj-
ect director may be desirable to work in the areas of curriculum MOdification
and material dissemination. This individual should have vocational or technical
educatfon experience and be knowledgeable about dissemination and diffusion of
information and materials within the vocational and technical education community.

Tochntcal 5Laf1. Two La three technia1 staff may be necessary to work in
the areas of abstracting and indexing, revising and repackaging materials, and

16
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duplication. Technical staff need trini nq and ex ience in these areas while
knowl-dge ard understanding aC vocational and tech ical education, curriculum,
and information systems are desirable.

Clerical Staff. Approximately two ;ocretariu I or clerical persons will
be needed to provide the necessary support to senior and clerical staff. Their
duties will generally include typing, filing, telephone answering, billing, and
bookkeeping.

The level of staffing will probably be higher during the initial two to
three years of operation due to greater emphasis on acqusition of materials
and user services. It .should be possible and desirable to reduce the number
of senior professional staff once the SYSTEM becomes established.

Adequate room should be prov ded to house six to eight staff members.
Due to the variation in activity (e.g., abstracting and indexing, modification
and packaging materi.ls, catalog preparation, filling orders, duplicating mate-
rials, and user services) it would be desirable to have at least three or four
separate rooms. All components o'2..the SYSTEM should be in close proximity to
each other and near mail service. If duplication and reproduction services
are to be subcontracted, they should be fairly near to reduce communication
problems and transfer delays. Sufficient room should also be provided for
storage of the "Master Copies" and maintenance of an operating inventory. A
minimum of 300 square feet should be allotted for storage and inventory purposes.

Various types of equipment are needed for efficient operation of the
SYSTEM. The equipment necessary for general'operation includes desks, chairs,
filing cabinets, and telephones. All clerical personnel will need a typewriter,
preferably an IBM selectric II with a correction key. Each component of the
SYSTEM has some unique requirements for equipment. These requirements are
discussed below by component.

Acquisition and Selection Coc:in2fjit. Several proje_tors should be avail-
ble to the staff for viewing and selecting audiovisual materials. These pro-
jectors include: (a) a 16 mm filr Projector, (b) a super 8 film projector,
(c) an overhead transparency projetor, and (d) a 35 mm slide projector. Other
desirable equipment are a three-shelf book cart, book cases with adjustable shelv-
ing to accommodate the 'various sizes f the maLerials, and standard library wooden
reference units for storage of index

Materials Preparation and Rete_ ponent. An IBM Electronic Com-
poser Typewriter may be desirable for camera-ready preparation of the catalogs.
This machine can justify both right and left marginS as well as print in 8, 10,
and 12 point sizes. The variation of sizing will allow the distinctions and
flexibility desirable in formating catalogs



Reproduction and pist_ribution Component. The maintenance of an inventory
and storage of the "Master Copy" of materials requires specialized kinds of
equipment. The "Master Copy" of printed materials should be stored in five-

, drawer fillng cabinets to prevent dust from destroying the materials and re-
duce the yellowing of paper over time. The printed material inventory should
be placed on steel shelving with double faced stacks for efficient use of
space in the storage area.

specialized cabinets should be secured for storing filmstrips, tape
cassettes, audiotapes, motion pictures, records and transparencies, and slides.
An alternative to motion picture cabinets is open-shelf film storage, requiring
a rack about 88" high, " wide, and'12" deep for storage of 162 film cans.

For repro_uction of printed material, a photocopy machine and offset press
should be immediately available to the staff. The photocopy machine should be
able to reduce a 14" x 18" page to 85" x 11". The offset press machine, which
includes a master producer and a collator, should be able to reduce a 11" x 14"
page to WI" x 11" and be able to print in both black and white and color. In
the area of audiovisual reproduction, several very specialized pieces of equip-
ment are needed to make high quality duplications of slides, transparencies,
audiotapes, videotapes, and films. Initially, it may be prudent to rent this
equipment or subcontract duplication until the kinds and quantity of audio-
-visual materials, the quality, and the cost of reproduction can be accurately
assessed.

User Services_Componen_. It may be desirable to install a WATS line or
S07.) other toll free number for vocational and technical educators to use so
they can immediately and easily secure needed information about the SYSTEM
and its products.

2 8
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CHAPTER IT

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATING PROCEDURES

Component development and operating procedures have been developed for

use in implementing and pilot testing the SYSTEM. The four components iden-
tified in Chapter I will be discussed in greater depth in this section. The

components are: (l) Acquisition and selection, (2) Materials Preparation and

Referencing, (3) Duplication and Distribution, and (4) User Services. The sug-

gestions are based on project staff's experience.with this and other related
projects and on recommendations made by consultants. This document should be

revised as more information is gathered on user needs during pilot testing on
the SYSTEM.

Figure 8 shows the SYSTEM flowchart and identifies the major activities
in each component. The following discussion will parallel the flowchart ac-
tivities and the reader is encouraged to refer to Figure 8 periodically to
maintain SYSTEM perspective and to understand activity relationships.

A leetion Cemponent

The four major activities in the Acquisition and Selection component are
identification of course materials, preparation of bibliographic information,
selection of materials, and acquisition of materials.

Iden

The materials identificati n activity consists of securing copies of the
school catalogs and plan of instruction or curriculum outlines so that

the titles and general purpose of the various courses can be identified.

Catalog Procurement. The process of collecting curriculum materials from
the military begins with a meeting of SYSTEM staff and representatives of the
Department of Defense. During this meeting, the chain of command will be de-
scribed and the names of:contact persons obtained for the training branch in
each service. An example of the hierarchy for working in each service can be
found in Appendix A. Below is listed the technical training headquarters for
each of the five services:

Air F --Le Air Training Command
Randolph Air Force Base
San Antonio, TX
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Army:

Coast Guard:

Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
Fort Monroe, VA

Commandant of Training
Education and Training Division
United States Coast Guard
Department of Transportation
Washington, DC

Marine Corps: Military Training & Education Branch
Marine Corps Headquarters, Navy Annex
Washington, DC

Nay- Chief of Naval Technical Training
Pensacola, FL

In addi- ion to identifying linkages with each service, catalogs listing
all the emir_ us taught in each branch of the service must be obtained. These
yublications are:

Air Force:

Army:

Coast Guard: Pe

id Sch,ols Cataloq

Formal Krilzools Catalog

nual

Mar ne Corps: Formal Scbo Ls Cat(

Navy: Catalog of Navy Tr 1. :ng Cour

These catalogs should be ordered from the training headquarters either by
mail or telephone. At the end of the first year of SYSTEM operation current
cata ogs for future ordering information should be obtained. An agrrement
shou d be established with each service to automatically send a new catalbg
when it is published. The catalogs are frequently used to identify courses,
prerequisites for these courses, number of hours per course, and course number.

Instrue i n and Curricilum Outline Procuremrnt. Plans or programs
of instruction (POIs ) and curriculum outlines describing the course content have
been developed for each military course. In selecting POis to be ordered for
review, select on criteria identified in the Military Curriculum Materials

_4.coloction, and Acquisition Strategiec and Procedures report
are usec. The criteria used in selecting course POIs or curriculum outlines
are:

1. The course must relate specifically to the curriculum priorities as
identified in the state and post-secondary surveys.

4wesley E. Budke, Military Curriculum Materials Tden tification, Selection,
and Acquiaition Strategies and Procedures. (A report of the DOD Curriculum
Materials Utilization in Vocational Education ProjectAppendix B of the final
report.) Columbus, Ohio: The Center for vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, June 1976.
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The course is basic, or the initial course in a series required for
training in a particular Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) , Air
Force Specialty Code (AFSC) , or rating.

After selecting specific courses for which POis or curriculum outlines
are to be ordered, a check is made against the index files to determine whether
the course has already been obtained. If it is already in the files, the
course should be deleted from the list of courses to be ordered. If the
course is not on file, the title should be continued on the list of POIs or
course outlines to be ordered. POis and curriculum outlines should be ordered
by totter, so cher- wfl 1 be a record of what has or has not been ordered and
received.

After orders have been sent to the respective military branches, a peri-
od c check should be made to determine if the POIs or curriculum outlines have
been received. If they have not been received within one month, a follow-up
order should be made by mail or telephone.

All orders should be filed in a notebook to assist in monitoring ordering
information. Notebook categories might include orders, correspondence, and
pending action. Items received should be checked off as they arrive and follow-
up letters sent if complete information has not been received on all items
ordered.

Yih- rnformaLc 7

Upon receipt of plans of instruction or curriculum outlines, .bibliographic
tnt ffiation should be recorded. This should be . done on index cards appropriate

filing. The POIs or curriculum outlines should be filed by course title,
since it would assist in quickly identifying a request for a specific course,
as well -., for referencing and cross-referencing.

In addition, the cla ity of the military bourse titles lends itself to
the creation of a subject index. 'This index may be developed by using key
words in tii. course title. If the title does not seem to have a key word with.
which to identi fy the course, the Theauruo of Enjinocrin:y and Scientific Terms
should he used to identify a key word for the course.

Three other index card files may be developed for use as references in
assisting the user. These index files include a U.S. Office of Education
cluster file, a Dict:ionary o_r Occupational, T-7:-I:les number file, and a U.S.

at Education numker file. For those educators who are now using these
types of numbering or clustering in their occupational areas, the SYSTEM will
be able to help vocational and teehnicai educators more quickly by having
these files available.

Upon completing bibliographic and index cards for each POI or curriculum
outline, the document should be given to a reviewer for selection or rejection.

39
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Selec _ion of military (urr _Altum materials to be acquired should be handled
by a reviewer with some civilian vocational teaching experience. The selection
takes place by reviewing course objectives, references, audiovisual aids, and
training aids identified in the POI or curriculum outline. Suggested criteria
to be applied when reviewing these documents in addition to those listed in a
previous section titled "Identification of Ma - '-ls" are:

1. The course does not :70ntain too much material s-ecific to the military
mission.

The _.;ourse does not require highly specialized, expensive
materials.

The majority of the , support materials have been developed by the
military with only a minor reliance on commercial materials (the busi-
ness and office education and data processing areas are examples where
the military relies heavily upon commercially prepared materials).

4. The materials should be of a standard size and print and have suffi-
cient contrast to clearly reproduce.

The materials should be necessary or required for the actual delivery
of the instructional program--in Other words, can it be eliminated
wi'hout seriously affecting the training?

6. The mate ials should contain few cases where copyright releases must
be secured.

The reviewer should indicate "accepted" or "rejected" on the document, the date,
and his/her initials. In addition, it would be helpful if the reasons for re-
jection were noted on the material.

)f Mater lin

After review of the course POI or curriculum outline and acceptance by
the reviewer, the file should be checked to see if the course materials are
already in the SYSTEM. If the materials areArt the SYSTEM, no further action
needs to be taken. If the materials for a course are not in the SYSTEM, an
order should be made by letter to the technical training headquarters of the
service branch. An order of materials should include-a request for lesson
plans, student workbooks, inStructor guides, study guides, handouts, programmed
texts, and audiovisual materials.

After the materi Is have been requested for a course, the POI or curriculum
outline nhould be stored in the master storage area. It should be stored al-
phat 'ically by titi'- in a filing cabinet and categorized by military branch.

Ftil_low-u;; requests by mall or telephone may be necessary if materials have
net boe received within a month. Sometimes it may be necessary to visit a
base in order to collect the materials. Should this occur, at least three
weeks notice should be given to the militarY the visitation.

3 3
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When reviewing military curriculum materials at tho base, care should be
taken to apply the selection criteria mentioned previously. If the course
meets the criteria, arrangements should be made for shipment of the materials.
IE limited copies of a document are available, arrangements should be made
during the visit to have the material duplicated. TE the material consists of
large manuals and there are not extra copies at the base, the original source
of the materials should be identified. Such items as field manuals and tech-
nical manuals should be ordered froM ono central location identified by the
military.

When materials arc received from the military, they should be sorted ac-
cording to type (study guides, workbooks, handouts, charts, or progranmed
texts). Each item should have or immediately be assigned the POI course number.
ff individual course numbers are not used in the particular branch of the ser-
vice, the DOD code should be used. (See Appendix B for individual service
coding information.) This permits individual items to be quickly linked with
the course. All materials should be assembled in the order in which they are
used in the course.

After sorting the materials, each item should be chocked against the list-
ing in the POI or curriculum outline to determine whether the course is complete.
The course materials should then be packaged with the POI or curriculum outline
and filed alphabetically by title in the service file. A list, should be made
of all items not received and a Follow-up order submitted to the military ser-
vice branch for the missing materials.

Many manuals and pamphlets identified in the POT or curriculum outline
may be used only as military references. These materials are generally irrele-
iiant and should be discarded or returned to the military.

Materin_ ls Preparationand 8efecu»oboT Component

This cemponent has four major activities. These aztivities include prep-
aration of catalog entries, indexing of materials, packaging of materials, and
assembly of catalogs.

once a course has been selected for inclusion in the SYSTEM, availability
of individual items as well as the total course package should be announced in
a catalog.

italog entries may be placed on 11" x 17" sheets of paper, printed on
both sidosi cid center-Folded to form a four-page three- and two-hole punched
catalog earry. riach catalog entry should describe in detail the individual

oi pricred materials, andbavisnal materials, and equipment contained
each The description should also include information regarding

the training and reading levels; prerequisite training or experience; and sub-
jects covered in the course.

26
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All items in the total curriculum package should bo described. Information
on printed materials should include page counts and price, and audiovisual mate-
rials information should include color status, numbor of slides, number of
transparencies, "run" time, and prices. Requests for those items in the cur-
riculum package not available from the SYSTEM should be referred to the source.
Pictures of curriculum materials should be incorporated into the descriptive
information to help communicate the nature of the materials to the reader.

Assignment of codes, clusters, and servico areas should be made by the
Materials Preparation and Roferencing component. As catalog entries are pre-
pared, a U.s. Office of Education (U.SOE) cluster, an occupational service area,
a USOE occupational service area code, and a PIctionapy of Occupationat Titles
(DOT) code should be assigned to each course. Those codes are then added to
the title index cards and the catalog entry.

The title cards pertaining to the course to bo announced in the catalog
should be pulled from the file and an indox listings compiled. These include
listings by occupational service aroa, USOE code, DOT code, and alphabetically
by course title. It is suggested that the catalog be arranged by the 15 USOE
occupational clusters. The compiled index listing should serve as a cross-
reforence to the catalog of materials.

Project consultants (see Final Report) have recommended that the military
courso material be slightly modified. After the catalog entry has been written
and code and clusters assigned, the package should be modified by removing
military-specific information. A page should be inserted explaining to the
user why the material was omitted.

After removing the military-specific information, the material should be
packaged in such a way as to make it useful for vocational and technical edu-
cators. This may include binding the package and inserting inutructions on
the flow and use of material within the course.

After packaging is completed, materials should be stored in the master
storage arca awaiting reproduction. IL is recommended that storage be in steel
filing cabinets that arc specifically designed to hold the materials. For
example, cassette tapes should be filed in a cassette tape cabinet; films
sr,uld he stored in a film cabinet, etc.

Assembling the catalog of materials is the last major function of the
mat,erials Preparation and Reference component. Catalog entries should be in
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the final form and pictures and clips should be attachcd permanently at this
time. index listings and the table of contents should have been camera-ready
typed. Assembly of the catalog is a matter of combining all parts of the
catalog and numbering the pages.

Catalog should be assembled in two form (1) as a total book including
all service areas and (2) by separate occupational rvice area. It is likely
that state departments of education and library personnel would wish complete
copies of the catalogs, while teachers may only want catalos pertaining to
their area of interest.

It may be desirable to subcontract the printing of the materials catalogs
because of the photographic and color qualities desired. The catalog:- should
be printed se that each course is a four-page entry. This would yermit the
entry to be easily urxlated or deleted without haLming the remainder of the
catalog. Also, the individual entry could be used as a promotional device to
be sent to persons interested in specific occupational curriculum materials
described in that entry. This would enable the SYSTEM to cost-effectively
develop descriptive literature of materials available as well as "target"
information to broad or specific curriculum area interest groups.

Du-Jlication and Distribution Com-)onent

This component has the following five major res sibilities: receiving
orders, processing orders and duplicating materials, sending materials, book-
keeping, maintaing the master file and the materials inventory.

r40Pa

Requests for military curriculum materials may be made to the SYSTEM by
let purchase order, or telephone call.
by the User services component and those requesting materials available 'in the
sY::TPM will he forwarded to the Duplication and Distribution component. A
terrrt should he developed to roceive telephone requests which includes all per-'
tinont information for billing purposes. See Appendix C, for an example of
such a form_

These requests will be screened

c.oz. Mate2

When requests are received, the aVailability of the materials within the
SYSTEM is verified. A, six-part, pressure-sensitive invoice should be typed
for the following purposes: three copies for the purchases, one copy for
accounts receivable, one copy for inventory, and one copy for use as a packag-
ing slip. Packaging labels are also typed at this time. An example of such
an i nvr)icc is shown in Appendix D.

rt is recommended that during the first year or two of operation, materials
should he reproduced on demand as much as possible. Realizing that this is an
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expensive and time con umin(_ , it may be pu -le to identify a limited
number of courses with high demand Foten tial. When a request is received,
rathet than duplicating only ono copy, consideration should be given to making
at nine additional eopiei,i for shelf items. 1H-Invoidable backlogs for ma
tori. I may occur and customers should be noti f i oP of any delay beyond two

Paper 0:Ty M-_erials. It is recommended that paper or hard copy be repro-
duced within the SYSTEM. Materials should be photocopied if the number of copies
ordered is less than ten, and an offset press is used for larger quantities.

Audiovisu I Materials. Operato of the SYSTEM may want to secure ad-
tional infarmaticn roncerning the demand for slides, videotapes, and film

before acquiring equipment for duplication. ,Initially it may be most cost-
effective to subcontract this kind of work as long as the turn around time
is less than one week. Transparency masters -an generally be produced on the
offset press.

Referral. Many of the military courses use materials which have been
developed by commercial firms. These materials should be clearly identified
and the source specified. Civilian vocational and technical educators should
be referred to these sources in a letter accompanying the materials acquired
from the SYSTEM.

Miterials should be securely packaged and include instructions regarding
the use of the materials, as well as referral information. Packages should be
less than 50 pounds per box because of the cost of mailing heavy packages and
the problems involved with delivery.

United Parcel Service (UPS) should be used whenever possible since it has
a delivery guarantee of three days. For areas not,govered by UPS the U.S.
Postal Service 4th ClaSs Book Rate should be used. Not more than one day
should be allotted for packing and mailing materials after they have been
duplicated.

bookkeeping system should be used to account for incoming
ming monies. A rotary fund should be established to allow duplication

of materials before payment. When payment is made for orders, the cost Of
duplication and handling should be returned to this rotating fund. Initially,
pricing of materials should be set to recover the cost of duplication and
handling.
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A "master copy" of mater als should be kept separate from those materials
maintained in the inventory. These original copies would be used as duplication
masters and for archival purposes.

An inventory of curriculum materials should be built up over time. Ini-
_iy, materials should only be duplicated if an order is received. At that

time a decision should be made as to whether to print ten or more copies and
use the offset press to achieve higher quality and cost-effectiveness in print-

The danger, of course, lies in overestimating the demand and ty ng up
large quantities of money in an inventory which does not move.

user Services C

The User Services component has six major activities. They are receiving
or negotiating orders, providing technical assistance, making referrals to
other agencies, developing and, distributing promotional literature, distributing
catalogs, and assessing user needs and satisfaction.

nne nuer of the User Services staff should be assigned to screen all
correspondence and requests for materials. There will be three general kinds
LT) requests. One type will ask for specific material contained in the SYSTEM
and it should be forwarded to the Duplication and Distribution component for
immediate processing. Another type of request will be for materials not
specifically listed in the catalogs. In these cases, a letter of clarification
should be sent or a telephone call made to determine requestors needs. If
sore materials in the SYSTEM can satisfy their needs, the request should be
forwarded to the Duplication and Distribution component. The third kind of
reque' for general information about the products or the SYSTEM. These
can cj-ierilly be answered with form letters and informational packets.

C

SYSTEM will be new and aime_ at a wide audience of vocational
and techn;cal e ncators, assistance may be required to alert individuals to
new products or services available to them. Technical assistance may be of-
fered I° the form of searches, workshops, seminars, or consultation services.

Whor, a roquestor is uncertain about the availability of materials in his/
her rhrct area, a manual search could be done. manual search service to re-

can y be accomplished by using the subject carC index and the
1de A.aring in the SYSTEM's catalog. The requestor would only have to

nrov-;do the key words on the subject area of interest.
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Training workshops or seminar.= ti1.d be another form of technical assis-
tance in which persons unfamiliar with the SYSTEM would be given aid on the
utilization of materials from the SYSTEM. Testimonials on tho advantages and

;advantages of the material could be given by previous users of military
materials. This might persuade users to request and use many materials they
previously would not have ordered.

Consultation services might be needed by various school departments in
developing their curriculum. SYSTEM representatives should be available to
suggest ways that the military materials could be used to supplement or re-
place existing curriculum. Consultation may be in the form of telephone calls,
workshops, on-site visits, or evaluation service. Charges for these services
should he kept to a minimum.

Othop

rn order for the SYSTEM to function effectively and to avoid duplica ion
of activities by existing information systems, it will be necessary for a
number of formal operating relationships to be established between the SYSTEM
and other agencies. Prominent among those agencies with which working arrange-
ments may need to be pursued include the Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF),
the U.S. Naval Institute (NI) , the National Audiovisual Center (NAC), the
National Technical Information Service (NTT'S), the Government Printing Office
(GPO) , Abstracts of Research and Instructional Materials in Vocational and
Technical Education (AIM/ARM) , and the Curriculum Coordination Centers (CCCs).

Foundation and the Naval institute. The work done by
the Aerospace Education Foundation (AEF) and the U.S. Naval Institute (NI) in
obtaining and modifying selected Air Force and Navy courses represents a sub-
stantial resource to the civilian community. It is suggested that the mate-
rial available from AEF and NI be announced in the SYSTEM's catalogs. This
would allow civilian educators to learn of the slightly modified materials
available from these agencies. This arrangement might allow long-term assess-
meni of the differences in demand between modified and unmodified military
curriculum materials. Subsequent surveys of teachers who request either or
both rypos of materials could be conducted to detecmine the relative cost-
offe,,!tiveness of the various types of materials available. In short, this
arrangement would answer the question: "What is the difference in utility
to a civilian teacher between military materials which have been modified
ver5us those which have not:been modified?" Also, this arrangement would
allow AEF and NI to be in direct contact with the nation's vocational teachers,

products of their work more widely known.

Ae---a-0 Eduratio

liovis 'ult-r and Military Film Libraries. Based upon in-
n gathered by project staff during visits to military installations

1975-76, it is believed that making military training films available through
the SYSTEM is not cost-effective. There aro Ovo major factors which lead to
this conclusi n. First, reproduction of films, compared to other audiovisual
materials, is very expensive. Second, the National Audiovisual Center is al-
ready established as the civilian agency for the distribution of

3 9
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government-produced films to the general publie. Maiing military films avail-
able through the SYsTEM, putting the cost question aside, would be a duplica-
tion of effort. In addition to the National Audiovisual Center capability,
each branch of the military service has one or more film libraries which make

ted films available to the public on a loan basis. Therefore, military
training films in support of courses within the SYSTEM should be cited as
available from the National Audiovisual center or the specific military branch
involved. With this arrangement, teachers could learn of the availability of
military films through the SYSTEM's catalogs, but would be referred to the
National Audiovisual Center or the military branch to obtain the film.

National_Technical information Service and the Superintendent of Documen .s.

ormation ,irvice _TT and the Superintendent ofThe National Technical ln
Documents (GPo) have made available a number of military curriculum materials.
-amples of the:3e materials are field manuals, technical manuals, and rate

training manuale. In those cases where NTIS and GPO have documents which are
identical to documents comprising parts of the courses in the SYSTEM, users
shoiil simply be referred to these agencies.

ATM/ARM. Occasionally AIM/AP^' contains citations (e.g., Navy Rate Train-
ing Manual ) of military documents which eompre cIrt of a military course.
This index might be used in addition to the S-' catalogs to announce the
availability of military curriculum materials. e a substantial number of
edueators use the AIM/ARM information system, it w_uld represent an excellent
vehicle for making specific military materials known to teachers. Perhaps
several pages could be purchased in each issue of AIM/ARM to describe the
SYTEM and announce the materials which are available.

Curriculum Coordination Centers_ The Curriculum Coordination Centers
and the national curriculum network nave great potential as dissemination

in announcing military curriculum materials. During a meeting with
the 3ix Cerriculum Coordination Center directors, they were very positive
toward the materials, expressed willingness to announce the materials after
r-nec Led ie opportunity to view them firsthand, and were generally receptive
to ' v,ilont in material modification and objective verification. One set

ma_rialsmight be shared with each of the six centers as a resource for
e,1 cerrieulem development.

One kind of promotional material developed by the SYSTEM is the materials
eetelog. Bor-ause each entry is self-contained and may be removed from the
catelog without affecting the remaining sections, those entries can be used
05 promotional materials aimed at specific target audiences using the SYSTEM.
Anothur prumotional product would be a general descriptive brochure about
Y=N eapecity and,capabilities. The brochure may be produced on FlY x 11"

i-eper and folded twiee to allow insertion in business envelopes.

1111 t ()Linn al activities include speaking and exhibiting at
iri 1 iron ferences, such as the American Vocational Association,
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the American Industrial Arts Association, the American Association of School
Administrators, and the American Association of Junior Colleges; and preparing
journal articles.

Distributing Catalogs

The User Services component should work closely with the Materials Prepa-
ration and Referencing component in the production of catalogs. User Services
should.develop and maintain a current computerized mailing list for rapid re-
call of names of educators who have ordered materials and to identify educators
in various educational and occupational categories to receive catalogs and
promotional literature. The mailing list should provide an indication of how
many targeted and complete catalogs should be printed, as well as be transfer-
able to mailing labels.

sIs[1(2:ng User Needs and Satisfaction

User needs and satisfaction should constantly be assessed by-the SYSTEM.
Some ways to assess user needs and satisfaction are by return postcards;
questionnaires; complaints made by the user; and feedback from professional
meetings, letters, and telephone.

A follow-up or feedback card should be enclosed with all materials sent
out by the SYSTEM. This follow-up card should include questions about turn-
around time, price, availability information, and quality, with a,chance for
users to rate all items as being excellent, good, satisfactory, fair, or
poor. By return postcards, the User Services component would be able to es-
timate the impact of the materials upon vocational and technidal educators and
their satisfaction with the products and services provided.

During the pilot testing of the SYSTEM, a questionnaire may be developed
for evaluating r needs. This instrument should have items addressing the
necessity for modification of materials, the completeness of material descrip-
tions, suggestions for revising the catalog, and curriculum materials needed
by vocational and technical educators which are not presently offered by the
SYSTEM. Survey findings should indicate where changes can be made in the
catalog and priority areas for collection of materials to make the SYSTEM
more effective.

Complaints by customers should be considered in evaluation of the SYSTEM's
products and services. When there are many complaints about aspects of catalog
construction or the materials collection, changes should be considered.
However, change should not necessarily take place on the basis of one complaint.

An important area in evaluation is the request for materials that the
SYSTEM does not provide. These requests may indicate emerging occupations
in the civilian sector. If possible, military materials in the emerging oc-
cupations should be Lmmediately acquired and made available through the SYSTEM.

4 1
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Verbal feedback by telephone, from professional meetings, or during con-
sultation should be recorded and play a major role in the evaluation of the
SYSTEM. Forms may be developed to record verbal interaction and be analyzed
by the User Services staff.

4 2
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CHAPTER III

TATION OF THE sYsTEm

As is the case in designing, developing, and implementing any information
system, it will be difficult to predict the actual demand for military-developed
curriculum materials. Operators of the SYSTEM cannot expect civilian vocational
and technical educators to acquire and use these materials simply because they
are made available. Educators need to be made aware of military curriculum ma-AN
terials and learn how such materials can be useful to them.

The survey of schools using military materials conducted within this proj-
ect5 provided useful insights into effective approaches for designing the SYSTEM.
However, the current small-scale use of military-developed materials in civilian
vocational and technical programs, coupled with the fact that a majority of the
teachers using military materials have Military backgrounds, makes it impossible
with present knowledge to accurately predict the current and potential demand
by vocational and technical teachers for military curriculum materials.

Questions which need to be pursued in the early development and operation
phases of_the SYSTEM include:

1. To what degree are civilian teachers aware of _ilitary curriculum
materials?

2 What perception do civilian vocational and technical teachers have
of military-developed curriculum materials (e.g., usefulness, adapta-
bility, format, and currentness)?

what teacher sati factions or dissatisfactions are associated.with
(a) use of unmodified military curriculum materials, and (b) use of
materials which have been modified by other agencies?

4. What kinds of modification would be made in military curriculum mate-
rials by teachers?

5. What will be the demand for military-developed curriculum materials
by civilian vocational and technical educators as a result of dis-
semination activities aimed at creating awareness interest, and
trial of military curriculum materials?

'Earnusine A. 1)m:ier et al. Ui ti.uation of lilitariveloped Curriculum
!N (!(viliwz Ve?(72tionat Ppograma: A School Survey. Columbus, Ohio:

Curiccr for Vocational Education, The Ohio State UniVersity, 1976.
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6. Which dissemination strateg es are most e fective in making educators
aware of the availability of military curriculum materials and in as-
sisting them in utilizing the materials?

These kinds of questions strongly suggest the need for (a) deliberate field
study of a variety of military curriculum materials to determine their accepta-
bility by civilian vocational and technical educators and (b) testing several
dissemination strategies to determine the most effective means of making edu-
cators aware of the usefulness of these materials.

Recommendation for SYSTEM _Implementation

To facilitate an orderly development and implementation of the SYSTEM, it
is recommended that a minimum of five_years of operation be allowed to give the
SYSTEM a fair development and assessment period. There is a need to develop
awareness and understahding of military-developed curriculum materials among
civilian vocational and technical educators and a need to acquire firsthand
information on the acceptability of the material as well as the formats of ma-
terial desired. It is further projected that the SYSTEM will require a dif-

entiated staff of six to eight members and require annual funding of $225,000
$275,000 at least through the first three years. An additional one-time in-

vestment of $50,000 should be appropriated for a revolving fund to accommodate
the development of a materials inventory. It will be necessary to subsidize
the SYSTEM during the first five years to provide for the extensive acquisition,
processing, and dissemination activities required in implementation. Possibili-
ties of the SYSTEM's becoming self-supporting should be explored after the third
year of operation.

This recommendation is based upon the advice of the directors of the Cur-
riculum Coordination Centers, the findings of the review of information systems,
the findings of the school survey, project staff experiences in collecting and
reviewing military curriculum materials, and the suggestions of others expe-
rieneed in information systems. The following sections will address specific
implementation strategies for making materials available, and for achieving
user awreness and utilization. Finally, an implementation schedule is pre-
sented which should be used in implementing the SYSTEM.

S_trilc_,_ay_l_olo_L_MLak.211-154 Materials Available

Although field trials have been conducted which establish the adaptability
and effectiVeness of military-developed curriculum materials in civilian voca-
tional and technical education programs, there is little information available
concerning the general acceptability of these-materials by civilian educators.
Additional study needs to be conducted to determine the acceptability of the
materials in their original format and in a modified format. The questions
raieed in the introductory remarks of this chapter need to be addressed and
1aLa_9otherod during the fir8t three years of the SYSTEM operation. These data
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will provide input for materi. ls preOaration and packaging procedpres and dis-
semination strategies. Selcted vocational and technical educators must be
asked to adopt or adapt military curriculum materials in their original form
and modified form such as that provided by the Aerospace Education Foundation
and provide feedback to the SYSTEM staff on the degree of their acceptability.
This,infoimation will then be used to determine the kinds of materials to be
made available (printed, audiovisual, or hardware) , the amount of modification
required if any, and the curriculum priority areas.

Initially, however, military curriculum materials should be made available
through the SYSTEM without modification in order to minimize costs and expedite
filling of civilian requests. Not only would this reduce the "in-out process-
ing time," but it would also be consistent with the findings in the school sur-
vey that most vocational and technical educators make their own modifications
in the material. Although modification would be desirable prior to dissemina-
tion of the curriculum materials to teachers, such a process applied to the
large volume of military curriculum material- would be too costly in terms of
money, personnel, and time.

Another reason for disseminating military curriculum materials without
extensive modification is the need to satisfy the immediate curriculum mate-
rials needs of vocational and technical educators. During the course of this
project, numerous requests were received directly from vocational and tech-
nical educators stating both their need and desire for various types of
military-developed curriculum materials. The need to disseminate materials
which have been acquired through Substantial federal investment is too urgent
to wait for desirable but unessential modifications.

During the first two years of the SYSTEM's operation, refinement of the
collection should focus on military-developed curriculum materials which re-
present (1) basic courses, (2) instructional areas which.have large civilian
student enrollment, and (3) materials which are self-paced with behavioral ob-
jectives. Pending positive field study results, the collection of military
curriculum materials would subsequently be expanded to other areas.

A distinction needs to be made between the types of material to be ac-
quired in the first year of SYSTEM operation as compared to the second year.
The first year of the field study would consist primarily of systematic try-
outs of printed military curriculum materials to answer some of the basic
questions mentioned oarlier regarding the general acceptance of the material
by the average vocational teacher. A secondary level of effort would be given
during this first year to the acquisition of audiovisual materials (slides,
transparencies, filmstrips, videotapes, and films) , with this effort being
limited to those military courses for which audiovisual materials would be
easily available based upon contacts made with military installations during
1075-76. The second year would, again pending positive field study results,
be devoted to obtaining comprehensive collections of audiovisual materials in
support of the printed course materials. By the end of the second year the
printed materials collection should be nearly complete and would only require
routine updating.

4 ,
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To facilitate systematic acquisition of military-developed curriculum -ma-

terials, it is suggested that:

1. An agreement with the Department of Defense be developed or congres-
sional legislation be passed which would instruct military installa-
tions to automatically send a copy of each new or revised item.of
curriculum material to the SYSTEM for review and possible input to
the collection. This regulation would be limited to a predetermined
list of civilian-related military courses and would include all
printed and audiovisual materials for new civilian-related courses.

2. The feasibility be explored of obtaining multiple copies of high
civilian demand materials from military printing facilities at the
time of production. The SYSTEM would reimburse the military agencies
for the cost of materials.

Implementation of these recommendations would provide for a systematic
acquisition effort during the first two years, and generation of reliable user
satisfaction information upon which to base long-rangedecisions regarding
military curriculum materials formatting and packaging.

Strategy_for Achieving User Awareness and Utilization

The first three years of the SYSTEM operation should be heavily devoted
to activities for familiarizing vocational and technical teachers with military-
developed curriculum materials. This familiarization would take place through
field study activities, as well as by catalogs distributed directly to teachers
through state departments of education. Suggested activities are:

1. Dcvelo catalogs :hich list and describe_curriculum material b oc-
cusationel area, such as the 15 U.S. Office of Education clusters.
Preparation of catalogs by cluster would allow targeted dissemination
to teachers within those specialty areas to enhance use of the catalogs
and to reduce the cost of producing sections of catalogs which would
be irrelevant. For example, a teacher of automotive mechanics probably
would not want to review catalog entries related to food preparation.

Select five states at random within which these " uster" catalogs
'ould ha disseminated directly atified_re of 200
tcachersyer state. In five other randomly selected states the
SYSTEM would disseminate "cluster" catalogs to teachers through cur-
riculum coordinators and state supervisors within the state depart-
ments of education. Data should be gathered at twelve and twenty-
four month intervals to determine the number and type of requests for
military curriculum materials from these 10 test states, using the
two methods of dissemination as the major independent variable.

rization worksh
ected states othe

and exhibits at professional meet-
han the 10 in the above recommendation



o further make vocational and technical educators aware of the poten-
al usfulnens of military curriculum materials. Various structures

workshops shouLd also be tested, such as (a) training leaders in
regions of the country who in turn would train others within states of
the region, (b) workshops for teachers as part of state-level confer-
ences, and (c) meetings of vocational and technical teachers within
large city school districts. By conducting these varied kinds of
workshops in proximity in time to one another, it would be feasible
and desirable to collect data at twelve and twenty-four month inter-
vals to compare the relative effectiveness of the workshops in produc-
ing requests from teachers for materials from the SYSTEM. It would
be desirable during field studies to Set up exhibits at professional
meetings in states other than those_in which the various workshop
treatments would be compared.

4. Emalo more eneral methods of familiarizin teachers with the SYSTEM
and its materials across Ale 50 sta es apa t from the field study

Since these methods should presumably operate relativelyconditions.
equally across all 50 states, these general approaches should not
interfere with the differential comparisons being made within the
recommended field study. These general methods might include (a)
announcement cf the SYSTEM catalogs in the Amertcan Vocational Journal,
and other journals, newsletters, and professional publications; and
(b) articles describing the SYSTEM in selected professional literature.

Implementation of these activities should provide sufficient information
from varied soUrces to assist in determining which strategy or strategies are
most effective in achieving user awareness and utilization of military-developed
curriculum materials.

lementa ion Schedule

Th primary purposes of implementing the SYSTEM over a five-year periodthen are to: (a) examno issues related to teacher acceptance of and satis-
faction with military-developed cUrriculum materials; and (b) to assess alter-,
native dissemination and utilization practices to create teacher awareness andknowledee reyarding potential usefulness of military-developed curriculum mate-rials. The activities and schedule shown on the Gantt chart in Figure 9 depictthe recommended sYSTEm activities over a five-year period. Figure 10 provides
some understanding of the level of ,activity, primarily in the form of personnel,by showing the cost percentage of each component in relation to the total
SYSTEM's yearly cost. ,This figure indicates the relative emphasis to be giventhe components and the activities shown on the chart in Figure 9. The followingnarrative further describes and clarifies the two charts and the activities
within each component.

ilcrjuisitzon and 3-election

Acquigition and selection of military-developed curriculum materials willbe a continuing process during the lifetime of the SYSTEM. During the first
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SYSTEM

COMPONENT

Year

First Second Third Fourth Fifth

Acquisition and

Selection 8% 8% 8% 9% 10%

MaterialS Preparation

and Referencing 43% 43% 26% 28% 32%

Duplication and

Distribution 6: 6% 15% 22% 25%'

User Services 35% 35% 42% 31% 22%

System

Management 8% 8%
. 9% 10% 11%

TOTALS 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

*These figures reflect 10% per year infiationary costs!

Figure 10. Five-Year Coffiponent Cost Reiationships
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year, missing items fromcourses secured during the conceptualization state
(1975-76) should be acquired. In addition, courses from each Service which
relate Lo second-level curriculum priorities should be identified and acquired.
Acquisition of audiovisual material should proceed with caution during the
first and second years until-the extent of user demand and duplication costs
can be accurately assessed. Acquisition and selection would then become a
maintenance activity beginning in the third year of operation. Agreements
should be reached with the Department of Defense or congressional legislation
should be sought during the first year and a half to specify the means of
routinely receiving copies of all new or revised unclassified civilian-related
curriculum materials .from the military because direct monitoring and acquisition
by the SYSTEM is very costly. The U.S. Office of Education perhaps should take
the initiative in getting these regulations established.

Materiais Prepara tion and R -erencing

Preparation of military-developed curriculum materials should be an on-
going activity, with an intensity reflecting the amount of new or revised ma-
terial acquired or the degree of modification required by vocational and tech-
nical educators. After the third year, the level of activity should decrease
and remain fairly constant thereafter. The preparation of the first catalog
of materials will be time consuming because of the large number of materials
to be described initially and the development of alternative formats for pilot
to _ing. Catalog entries will be individualized and ring-bound so that new
courses can be added or old descriptions revised without disturbing the remain-
ing entries. The supply of catalogs will need to be replenished as the stock
becomes depleted during the course of SYSTEM operation.

and L)tril.'utzon

This component will duplicate printed materials as soon as they have been
processed and prepared for use by civilian vocational and technical educators.
The activity in thiS component during the first year will not be very great,
but will increase up through the fifth year as more vocational and technical
educators become aware of military-developed curriculum materials and place
orders. Arrangements for reproducing audiovisual meter al will be made as the
materials are acquired.

(In

The User Services component, as mentioned previously, will serve as the
no, . enter of the SYSTEM. Tt is the feedback linkage with the consumers of
the SYSTEM's products and services. Distribution of catalogs and assessment
of user needs and satisfaction with products and services are ongoing processes
throughout the life of the SYSTEM. Formal curriculum priorities surveys should
be an annual activity and user workshops may correspond to regularly scheduled
professional meetings or summer,vocational teacher conferences. The field study
should be conducted during the first three to four years of the SYSTEM operation
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to investigate, in greater depth than is possible with informal feedback, user
-acceptance of military-developed curriculum material, their requirements con-
cerning material modification, and the types of curriculum material preferred.

The ,SYSTEM director is responsible for the general coordination and super-
vision of all internal activities= In addition, the director is responsible
for facilitating development of agreements and working arrangements between the
SYSTEM and the military services and among other information systems=

nary

n simuLary, SYSTEM implementation should be methodical, with products and
services based upon the needs of vocational and technical educators. Dissemi-
nation and diffusion activities should rely heavily upon existing communication
networks and linkages within states and regiona Maximum utilization of these
networks may require state by state investigation of their dissemination pat-
terns= Materials should be made available with caution, carefully-studying the
acceptance and use of each course and making necessary adjustments in the sys-
TEM or its products to meet existing user needs.
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CHAPTER IV

SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

Although an optimum or most desirable SYSTEM model.has been presented and
recommended for implementation in Chapters I - III, it may be necessarY to de-
part from these recommendations for budgetary or other reasons. The alterna-
tives to the recommended SYSTEM design and implementation plan consist of two
approaches: ir.,lireasing or reducing the scope of work. These alternatives
permit very litte change in the procedures, inputs, or outputs in terms of
their structure, because the four components are essential if the SYSTEM is
to function at any level. The alternatives merely reflect magnitude or level
Of effort. Figure 11 shows in chart folb how the alternatives in the increased
,and decreased scopes of work compare to the recommended level of SYSTEM opera-
tion. The following discussion describes these options in greater detail and
addresses the potential consequences of choosing a particular option or cotbi-
nation of options.

Increased Scope_ of Work

One group of alternatives to the SYSTEM relate to increasing the scope of
work. An accelerated acquisition and processing program might be employed,
with greater emphasis on acquisition of audiovisual materials, especially films.
More technical assistance could be provided without cost to vocational and tech-
nical educators by SYSTEM staff or by trained field representatives (members of
the state department staff, curriculum laboratories, research coordinating units,
etc.). On-site or remote consultation would be provided to teachers-giving
them specific help and direction for adapting military curriculum materials.

The field study act vity would be expanded to include more types of schools,
occupational areas, and levels of instruction than in the recommended SYSTEM.
The printing and handling of materials could be subsidized to further reduce
the cost of materials to the user and hopefully encourage greater utilization'.
Additional publicitly in the form of brochures, journal announcements, and ex-
hibits at professional meetings might increase the awareness of and interest
in military curriculum maerials on-the part of vocational and technical edu-
cators.

These supplementary activities can probably be conducted with the services
of an additional professional and technical staff member. Cost for this in-
creased scope of work could be approximately $75,000 above the recommended
operating level. This added expense can be attributed primarily to staff
salary and benefits, printing and distribution of prometional material, and
staff travel.

0 ,
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Activity

Increased

Scope of Work

Number of Courses

Acquired and

Processed

Availability of

Audiovisual

Materials

Distribution of

Brochures and

Catalogs

150 resident

350 correspondence

Recommended

Activity

Decreased Scopo

of Work

100 resident courses

350 correspondence

courses

Films, slides, trans-

parencies, audio and

videotapes for the

above courses

50 resident

100 correspondence

Slides, transparencies,

audio and videotapes

for the above courses,

films excluded

None

75,000 copies (teach- 50,000 copies (LEAs,

ers, LEAs, SEAs, pro- SEAst professional

fessional associations) associations)

Technical

Assistance

Field Study

Annual Cost

Provide consultttion

to local schools and

and districts, plus

that in "Recommended

Activities"

Increase the sample

size to allow study of

users in different

types of schools, oc-

cupational areas, and

levels of instruction

325,000

State and regional

workshops

Determine user ac-

ceptance of material

bn a random sample of

vocational and tech-

nical educators

25,000 copies (SEAS and

national associations)

Provide service if fi-

nanced by an outside

agency

Assess acceptability of

materials through follow-

up cards, random phone

calls, and incoming let-

ters.

$250,000 $200,000

Figure 11; SYSTEM Activities by Alternative Levels of Effort 56



An obvious disadvantage of this increased scope of work is the added cost
and perhaps a high concentration of activity during the first year or two be-
fore the SYSTEM has been completely developed and materials are available.
The cost-benefit ratio may not be as high as in the recommended SYSTEM five-
year plan. Advantages of this increased activity include: (a) more complete
course materials, (b) greater user awareness and interest--which should lead
to greater utilization, (c) additional study of users will provide more data
upon which to base SYSTEM decisions, and (d) providing materials free of charge
or at a minimal cost by subsidizing the printing and handling activities, thus
increasing the liklihood of vocational and technical educators securing the
materials.

Decreased Scope of Work

The second group of alternatives to the SYSTEM relate to decreasing the
SYSTEM scope of work. Minimal service could be provided by making available a
smaller number of printed curriculum materials (150 resident and correspondence
courses vs. the 450 recommended in the five-year plan) . Also no audiovisual
material would be available directly from the SYSTEM. Assistance to vocational
and technical educators in the form of individual consultation could be re-
duced or eliminated completely. Only a few presentations and displays describ-
ing the SYSTEM would be retained. Pilot testing of catalogs and their dissemi-
nation would be eliminated and the SYSTEM would rely heavily upon linking agencies
and networks such as the Curriculum Coordination Centers, Research Coordinating
Units, and state departments of education to provide the necessary materials

_ .

-aWareneisS,.

This reduction of activity would allow perhaps $50,000 to be removed from
the $225,000 - $275,000 annual budget, primarily through reduction in profes-
sional and technical staff. The advantage of reducing the level of activity of
course is a corresponding reduction in overall cost. It should be noted that
this reduction in activity has come primarily from the materials processing
and user services areas. Reduction in processing cost means that fewer mater-
rials are acquired and prepared and that the more expensive to proceSs audio-
vidual materials w 11 not be made available. Curtailment of activity in the
usor services area means less information on user needs on which to base SYSTEM
operating decisions and less user awareness which in turn is reflected in less
utliration of materials.

Those suggested alternative's all preserve the integrity of the SYSTEM, the
major consideration being the direct interaction with vocational and technical
educators. Unfortunately, dissemination and diffusion activities, like evalu-
ation, are usually the first to be considered for reduction or elimination.
This temptation should be resisted as much as possible, for it does little good
to make military curriculum materials available if vocational and technical
educators are not aware of their existence or do not know how to adopt or adapt
them to their programs.

There are numerous alternatives that exist within the recommended five-
year SYSTEM; for example, procedures for acquiring material, packaging options,
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various means for making audiovisuals available, purchasing duplication equip-
ment vs. subcontracting, or catalog formatting. Although the SYSTEM designers
have made several suggestions in these areas earlier in this document, it is
their opinion that these represent operational or procedural alternatives and
cannot be looked upon as substantive alternatives as far as delivery of the
curriculum materials is concerned. These questions need to be addressed by
the operator of the SYSTEM and the operational alternatives chosen will depend
upon their local capabilities, capacity, and linkages.

Potentil of Expanded SYSTEM

The SYSTEM has potential beyond simply making military-developed curric-
ulum materials available to civilian vocational and technical educators in the
United States. There is potential for increased SYSTEM capacity as well as
service to a larger group of educators. Some of these increased services are:

1. Expanding the scope of curr culum materials collection to include
those of other governmental agencies (e.g., Peace Corps, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of Labor).

2. Including military curriculum materials from other countries in the
collection (e.g., Britain, Australia, New Zealand).

3. Making the materials in the collection available to _he overseas
Military Dependent Schools.

4. Serving as a centralized repository where military-developed curric-
ulum materials are available for review by military and civilian
educators. This could be a curriculum development resource which is
available nowhere else.

:ervinq as a national referral agency of military and civilian cur-
riculum development activities.

The primary objective of these suggestions is to stimulate the dialog
between the civilian and military educational communities._
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Arm!

APPENDIX A

Department of Defense Washington, DC)

Department of the Army (Washington, DC)

Training and Doctrine Command (Ft. Monroe)

Training Sites

Air Foroe

Department of Defense (Washington DC)

Department of the Air Force (Washington, DC)

Air Training Command (Randolph APB)

Training Sites

Marine Corps

Department of Defense (Washin ton, DC)

Marine Corps Headquarters (Washington, DC)

Training Sites

Department of Defense (Washington, DC)

Department of the Navy (Washing on, DC)

Ch_ef of Naval Education and Training (Pensacol-

Chief of Naval Technical Training (Memphis)

Training sites

C,)ast Guard

Chinf, Training and Education (Department of Transportation Washington, DC)

Training Sites
6 0
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Military Technical Training Codes
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AIR FORCE NUMBERING SYSTEM

A typical Air Force course number is:

3AER47350-2 Automotive AC Electrical Syste_

The numbers and letters will be considered individual:y or as a group
explaining how to arrive at the proper code for the course:

3 This digit represents the type of military-technical training pro-
gram. In this case, a number "3" means "ATC Resident Technical
Training."

A This letter stands for the type of student taking the course. In
this case, the "A" stands for "USAF Active Duty Airman."

This letter stands for the training program objective. In this
case, the "Z" means that this course is supplemental to other
training on the same subject.

This letter stands for the type of training activity (or organiza-
tion).providing the training. In this case, the "R" means that
the course is taught at an ATC Technical Tra fling Center.

473 These three digits stand for the Air Force career field. In this
case, the numbers stand for Vehicle Maintenance.

This digit stands for the skill level of each course. The number
5 stands for an intermediate course in Vehicle Maintenance.

This digit stands for the number of courses taught on the same or
related subject. In this case, the "0" stands for the fact that
there is one course in this subject.

For additional infonuation, please refer

--

USAF Formal Schooia Catalog Course Announcements. AFM 50-5, Volume II.
Washington, D.C.: Department of the Air Force, September 1, 1974.

6 2
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ARMY NUMBERING SYSTEM

A typical Anny course number is:

610-63G20 Fuel and Electrical Systems Repair Course

Thin code will be broken down into individuals or groups to explain the number.

610 This first three-digit group indicates the DOD group code (DOD--
Department of Defense). In this case, "610" indicates Automotive,
General. The code contains the Occupational Area (6), the Occupa-
tional Group (61), and the Occupational Sub-group (610).

63G This group indicates the Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)
of the Amy. The "630" stands for Fuel and Electrical Systems
Repair and "63" represents the Career Management Field.

20 This stands for the level of instruction. In this case, the "20"
means that it is a- basic course.

onal information-,-pl ease -refer to.

Army PonaZ Schools Catalog. Department of the Army Pamphlet,
351-4. Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, March 1, 1975.

Occupational Handbook. Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army,
October 1974.
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COAST GUARD NUMBERING SYSTEM

The Coast Guard courses are not numbered. However, because all other military
branches use a numbering system, one was adopted for the Coast Guard. An exampleis given below:

CG 602 Avia ion Electronics Techn cian, Class A

This number has been assigned by using the Department of Defense Occupational
Conversion Table, Enlisted. "CG" stands for the Coast Guard and "602" stands
for the Occupational Area, Group, and Sub-group as defined by the Department
of Defense.

This numbering systam enables the Coast Guard materials to be cataloged in the
same way as the other military branches.

For additional information, please refe to:

Personnel Manual. Washington, D.C.: United States Coast Guard, Department
of Transportation. Appendix 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3.
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MARINE CORPS NUMBERING SYSTEM

The Marine Corps has two types of numbering systems. First, the Marine Corps
has cataloged all courses to comply with the Department of Defense (DOD) number-
ing system which gives an Occupational Area, Group, and Sub-group. Second, the
Marine Corps also has a numbering system which indicates the Military Occupational
Specialty (MOS) for each course. In order to have more conformity in the num-
bering system, the DOD numbering system is being used for each course. For
example:

MC 030 Engineer Operations Chief Course

"MC" stands for Mar_ne Corps and in this way is separa ed from the Coast Guard
numbering system by the lettered prefix.

For additional informat on, please refer

Min P Corps Formal Schools Catalog. Washington, D.C.: Headquarters,
United States Marine Corps, Department of the Navy, April 17, 1974.

6 5
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NAVY NUMBERING SYSTEM

A typical Navy course number is :

1-700-0011 Introduction to Welding

This code will be broken down into indiv dual letters and numbers or groups
to explain the number code.

A This letter indicates the Command that developed the course.
In this case, the course was developed by the Technical Training
Command.

700 This three-digit code represents the DOD skill designator code.
The code is made up of the Occupational Area (7) , the Occupa-
tional Group (70), and the Occupational Sub-group (700).

0031 This four-dlgit code represents the Navy's control system. It
has no relation to specialty or occupational area.

--For---dditional infoa Lior, pleas6-- efer

Catalo of Navy Training Couraes (CANTRAC). Pensacola, Florida: Naval
Education and Training Command, Department of the Navy, 1974-1975.

6
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Examp)e Telephone Order Memorandum
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PUBLICATIONS UNIT
TELEPHONE MEMO

Coil r [

Call OM LJ

Da re

Tim

Person Contacted

Phone Numbe

Order Placed Li How learned about CVE Products:
Order Cancelled Ll omotional Material LI
Older Traced Li Exhihrt or Display LI MrenceLoratio:mbr
Pr ice Quoted 17) CVE Staff Member Ll
Pr ()duct Drscu5sed Li Other (Specify) LI

Quantity Series No. Title Unit Erica

Purchase Order No

3ILLING ADDRESS

N.1 me

Authorizing Orut

Agency

Zur

SHIPPING ADDRESS

Name

Agency

Terms

Street

City

!how Zip_

F. HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS

Rijirtirre Order

Rush Order LI

Moterwls Regurred

REMARKS

Special Delivery

United Parcel Serv.

Air Freight

6 8

0

60
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Return Receipt 0



APPENDIX D

Example of Invoice

6 9
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INVOICE

BILLED
TO

DATE:

SHIPPED
TO

7

1

DATE SHIPPED TERMS

Cash upon Receipt of Invoice
SHIPPED VIA

4th Class Book Rate
YOUR ORDER NO.

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
UNIT

COST

TOTAL

COST

_.

...____

NO DISCOUNTS ALLOWED

Make checks payable to: Amount
Please mail remittance and a copy of this invoice to:

7 0
Amount

Balance

Due

Received

Due

CUSTO ER COPY
C.,
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Slide Presentaticm_j_sELE
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE

Start and Focus.

Title: Military Curriculum materials
utiliz_zion in Vocational Education.

Title:

This project is supported by the
Curriculum Development Branch, Division
of Research and Demonstration,,Buteau of
Occupational and Adult Education of the
U.S. Office of Education.

Drawing of a Jet Airliner, Industrial
Laser, Nuclear power plant and Freeze-
Dried food products.

Drawing of Military personnel; Auto
mechanic, Aircraft mechanic, Food service
and Electronic repair.

Drawin
115.

_ 1 civilian applications of Slide

Photograph of military curriculum
meter als.

Titl
Task Analysis

Split screen drawing of military and
civilian personnel around table discuss-
ing curricultim materials displayed on the
table: close up of curriculum material,
example-auto mechanics.

72

AUDIO

(Start Tape)

Music up

Music out

Military research and development has
been a major .contributor to the technological
adVances in our society. Research by or
for the military has contributed much to
commercial jet aviation and laser technology.
From Nuclear Energy to freeze-dried conven-
ience foods, our defense establishment is an
important contributor to our technological
advancement./

One military resource which is increasing-
in importance in the civilian sector is the
military's highly developed technical train-
ing programs and curridulum materials./

These military materials have the respect
of both civilian educators-who use the pro-
grams when they are available-and employers-
who are willing to hire qualified military

.

trained workers./ .

These situations have evolved along with
improvement in the quality of the military'
vocational and technical education mater-
ials,/

Military curricula are cu rent, well-
referenced and fully tested, and are sys a.-
atically updated and evaluated./

A comprehensive system to make military-
educational resources available to fill the
current needs of civilain vocational educa-
tion programs would greatly extend the
value of these resources./



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE

Title:

Aerospace Education Fpunda,tion North
Educational Lab, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Utah State Department of
Education.

Split screen drawing of military
electronics technician at work, and a
civilian electronics technician at work.

Drawing of a civilian laser technician
at work.

A graphiL dra ing symbolizing a lack of
a system.

Photogr ph, of the cover of the final
report

Title:
I= -Analy
2. Schoo

s of information syst
Survey

3. Need Survey
4. Curriculum Materials Collection
5. System Design
Highlighted

Title:
AIM/ARM
AEF
CCC
Ni

RCC

AUDIO

Recent projects sponsored by the U.S.
Office of Education have demonstrated the
quality of military educational curricula
and the potential for satisfying civilian
educational needs./

Field tests have supported the practical-
ity of adapting selected military courses
ta civilian educational programs./

Areas of great potential are new and
emerging occupational fields where civilian
educational programs have not been devel-
oped./

However, the problem remains that a system
does not exist through which the nation's
civilian vocational and technical educators
have easy access to military-devel ped
curriculum materials./

The Center for Vocational Education, at
the Ohia-State University, under a contract
with the U.S. Office of Education, proposed
a system design which would provide military
curriculum materials to civilian vocational
and technical educators./

This project included an analysis of
existing educational information-sysTems
to determine whether any could beadapted in
part or in total./

Of the thirteen systems reviewed, five
were used primarily by vocational and tech-
nical institutions and at least three of
the five have disseminated military curric-
ulum materials./



SLIDE

MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

17. Graphic drawing symbolizing lack of an
overall system.

18. Graphic drawing of a system bringing all
the pieces together.

19. Repeat slide 1115 with #2 highlighted.

20. Drawing of a person in the military and
the same person as a civilian teaching
and a drawing of a vocational school.

21. A .Tri screen drawing of=
Army, Navy and Air Force manuals, civilian
woman looking at a book with a puzzled
look, military person handing aviation
curriculum materials-to a-civilian.

22. Split screen drawing of:
A scale with printed materials out
weighing A/V materials and a person sit-
ting at a table looking at materials in
a Ilbrary.

AUDIO

Although the dissemination of military
curriculum materials was not the primary
function of any of the systems reviewed,
aspects of several of them can be ineorpor-
ated_into the design of the proposed 'system.'

A working _ rangement with these existing
informational systems may be of benefit
to both the existing systems and the compre--
hensive system being proposed. A centralized
system of this kind would increa'se the
overall effectiveness of these existing
systems./

Also, as a part of this contract a school
survey was conducted, involving 175 educatora
who were using military-developed curriculum
materials in 88 secondary and post-secondary,
public and private schools./

Data was collected from survey question-
naires and site interviews. The survey
participants generally had military experi-
ence, used material in trade and industrial
occupational areas and were from post-
secondary institutions./

Most of them selected and acquired
materials developed primarily by the Air
Force, Army and Navy; directly from the
military service; and on the basis of low
cost 'and inability to secure-similar mater-
ials from other agencies. Their greatest
problem in obtaining the material .was
inability to identify the source./

They used printed material more than
audiovisual or hardware and used the material:
primarily as a supplement or reference. The
major requirements for a system were, that
it provide a full description of the
materials, supply portions of a course, and
fill orders rapidly./



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE

23. Drawing of a crowd of peo_ Ie.

24. Repeat slide 1/15 with 113 highlighted.

25. Muti-screen drawing o
An Engine Mechanic,
Building Trades,
Health,
Electronics

.26. Multi-screen drawing of:
Food Services
Machinist
Clerical
Heating and Air Conditioning
Drafting

27. I) Aviation 2) Barbering and Cosmetology
3) Communication 4) Curriculum Develop-
ment 5) Instructional Training 6) Man-

agement and Supervision 7) Marketing,
Distribution 8) Meteorology, Navigation
9) Office Machine Repair 10) Personnel

-Administration 11) Photography.

28. Repeat slide 1115 with 1/4 highlighted.

29. Photograph of this collection of courses.

. Graphic drawing illustrating the matching
)f military titles with civilian priority
areas.

AUDIO

The most important Tactor -in considering
the need for an inclusive information system
is the multitude of needs of the thousands
of its potential users./

To:Aetermino the .current priorities for
curriculum materials a survey was taken'of
two groups: State curriculum coordinators
and deans of instruction of post-secondary
institutions./

According to these educators, the areas
.

of greatest need for additional curriculum
include: Building and construction trades, --

engine mechanics, health, electronics, food
service,/

machine shop, heating and air conditioning,
drafting, and clerical occupations./

All of these fields as well as a great
number of lower priority courses Are those
in which.the military has developed compre-
hensive vocational curriculum for training
personnel./

To gain first-hand knowledge of the
materials available form the military, and
to determine the degree of access to them,

approximately 100 military resident courses
and 350 correspondence courses were col-
lected./

The first step in this process was to
match titles of military materials with the
titles of priority areas established by
civilian educators./



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLII E

31. Photograph of these collecred materials.

32. Split screen drawing of a army tank and
a military person at a drafting table.

Split screen drawing of a military person
typing and a military machine shop.

34. Repeat slide 1/15 with #5 highlighted

35. Photograph of staff at inst ution.

-36. Graphic drawing, of the parts of the
proposed system.

37. Split screen drawing of a civilian receiv-
ing a package of military material and a
telegram with, announcement military
materials, printed on it.

38. Split screen drawing of materials in
a library and a pers n selecting materials
from library.

7 6

AUDf0

Following this match, criteria by which
materials were to be collected were estab-
lished. Appropriate plans of instruction,
student and instructor guides and other
course materials were requested and obtained
from the military service, either by letter
or by visits to military training bases./

Factors considered in choosing materials
included applicability to civilian education,
the degree to which it was not reliant on
specific military equipment/

and procedures, and_ the degree to which it
was not reliant on commercially prepared
materials./

During the project, The Center for
Vocational Education has developed.a compre7
hensive design for a centralized system to
make military curriculum materials available
to civilian vocational and technical- educa-._
tors. This:proposed system is the result:of
a detailed analysis of existing information
systems, the school survey, the extensive
materials collection./

visits to both civilian and military
educational institutions, and the experience
of the project's staff./

The-propoSed system incorporates a
number of characteristics as integral parts
of its design. The system should be,pentra
ized to provide educators full access to
military curriculum materials./

It should have the capacity to provide
materials, as well as announcing their
availability./

The curriculum materials should be
available individually, although'educators
should be mbie aware of the entire scope
of materials on a requested-subject.



MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE
39. Split screen drawing of postman delivering

new military materials and a person at a
table revising materials.

40. Tri-Screen drawing of a person receiving
a packet or letter and tow people on the
telephone and two people talking face to
face.

41. Repeat Slide #36

42. Graphic drawing of the system.

43. Title: Acquisition and selection, Ident-
ify, acquire, select.

44. Photograph of mate ials ar anged on a
table.

45. Drawing of materials on a table with an
evaluation sheet visible.

46. Title: PreN7t ion and referoncing, Index
materials, package materials, prepare
catalogs.

7 7
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AUDIO

The system should be self-renewing,
h continual updating with new and reviset

material./

It should obtain feedback from its users,
primarily vocational and technical teachers,
to determine their degree of satisfaction
with the materials obtained and their addi-
tional needs. And it should include input
from business and industrial employers on
emerging occupations./

Finally, the system should take advantage
of the reproduction and dissemination
capabilities.of other information Systems
so that they are complementary./

To fulfill these oojectives, a system
of four interrelated components is being
proposed. These components are:
Acquisition and selection, materials prepare,
tion and referencing, duplication and
distribution, and user services./

The purpose of the acquisition and
selection component is to identify, acquire,
and select military curriculum materials./

This process includes identification of
military courses, .acquisition of specific
course materials and selection of materials
applicable to civilian vocational and
technical-education programs./

Operational procedures will be recom-
mended for the transfer of military curricu-
lum materials from the military branches
to the system so that all appropriate new
and revised course material is available
for selection.- Course material will be
evaluated according to its adaptability
to civilian education and according to the
priorities for needed civilian materials./

The second major component of the proposed
system is materials preparation and refer-
encing. Its purpose is to classify and
index acquired materials and prepare them
for use by civilian vocational and technical
educators.



SLIDE

MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIOAL EDUCATION

-7-

47. Drawing of several mil tary material
catalogs.

48. Title: Duplica ion and distribution,
process orders, keep records, maintain
inventory.

49. Drawing of films, filmstrips, audio tapes,
slides, transparencies and booklets.

50. Repeat Slide #40

51. 1ultIscreen drawing
A ordering form,
A calendar on a wall with a two week
period highlighted,
A scale with military and commerical
balancing,
A postman delivering a _package with
military materials on it.

52. Graph ic drawing illustrating
and other information sys,tems.

e system

r 8

AUDIO

Because this component primarily deals
with analysis of collected materials, it
will be responsible for preparing catalog
entries describing available materials.
Other informational systems will be asked
to cooperate in announcing available cur-
riculum materials./

The duplication and distribution componeni
will maintain the collection of all curricu-
lum materials available through the system.
It 'AA.1 receive orders, reproduce the
material, prepare billings, distribute the
requested curriculum materials, and maintain
bookkeeping.records./

Both printed and audiovisual materials
will be reproduced and, distributed./

Because this component is most directly
providing the service requested by edudators
it must be particularly geared for providing:
efficient interaction with vocational and
technical educators./

Factors to be considered include the
ease and simplicity of ordering procedures.
The speed and efficiency of filling orders,
the cost of materials, and the reliablility.

.

of delivery systems. Orders for material
should be received either by mail or toll
free telephone=on-simple-requisition-forms
Approximately ninety percent of all orders
should be processed in less than two weeks
at a cost competitive with that charged for
commercial materials/.

To avoid duplication ofeffort and to take
advantage Of existing information systems,
the duplication and distribution component
will make referrals to the Aerospace Educa-
tion Foundation, the U.S. Naval Institute,
the National Audiovisual Center, and the
Superintendent of Documents regarding
materials available from these agencies./



M1L1TARY CURR1 Clii UM MA ERIALS

UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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SLIDE

53. Title: User Services
Negotiate orders, technical assistance,
Promotion, assess user needs.

54. Graphic drawing of the system and
linkages.

55. Drawing of a stack of letters on a table,
two opened and visible with complaint on
one and satisfaction on the other.

56. Drawing of a civilian walking into a
school with military curriculum materials
under his or her arm.

57. Split 'screen drawing of a civilian on the
telephone at a table with a military
formal school catalog visible and a
civilian at the front of a room of people
pointing to a blackboard with System

--Printed on it.

58. Drawing of a graph illustrating time and
level of implementation.

59. Drawing of people around a table of
materials discussing the materials.

7 9

AUDIO

The final major component of the
proposedisystem is user services. This
component provides for the overall inter- -

action of the system with teachers and
various facilitating groups such as curricu-
lum specialists and state curriculum
coordinators./

Linkages in every state with State
Departments of Education, Curriculum Coor-
dination Centers, Research Coordinating Units
and professional associations will facilitate
communication with the education communityd=

This communication process includes an
ongoing evaluation of the system through
solicitation of feedback from its users.
Feedback channels include user-surveys and
unsolicited user comments./

During the first several years of the
system operation the military curriculum
materials will be field tested with civilian
vocational and technical educators to deter-..
mine the level of materials acceptability./

An "Informational Search" section of the
component will attempt to acquire for users
those programs not included in cataloged
material. The user services component could-
alao provide_technical assistance in .the
form of consultation and workshops on
utilizing the system and military curriculum--
materials./

Implementation of this systeM should be
gradual and systematic./

The amount of time required for
implementation is dependent upon the neces-
sity to provide extensive awareness activi-,
ties to acquaint civilian vocational and
technical educators with the system and/



MILfTARY.GURRICULUM MATERIALS
UT r LIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE

60. Titlec.:Basic Text, reference and
supplement.

61. Title: Pr orities, printed Materials,
acquire material, test catalog and
simplify acquisit on.

62. Graphic drawing of the system and other
delivery systems.

-63. Repeat Slide 57

6 Drawing of a collection of audiovisual
material and equipment.

8 0

AUDIO

the need for additional studies of how
educators will use available information
before packaging and catalog format decisiom
are reached./

Although a graduated implementation
process will be necessary to take full advan-
tage of the potential of the system, printed
curriculum material will be available to

educators within a short time of the incep
tion of the'system. Other activities which
will be initiated during the first year
include acquiring materials, making printed
material available, developing and testing
of a prototype catalog and procedutes to
have military materials made available to
the system.

Several curriculum materials delivery
systems will be field tested at the same
time as acquaintance and familiarization
activities are taking place. These tests
and the reaction to the materials distributed
will be used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the delivery approaches. Modifications
will be made as necessary.

Also during this time a monitoring and
screening procedure will be developed and
implemented for new and revised curriculum
materials. . .Workshops and- consultantservices-
Will be made available to vocational and
technical educators in assisting them to
use the system and military curriculum
materials.

Audiovisual educational materials will
be made available based upon the results of
the field test. Because of the costs in
volved in reproducing these media, the
results of feedback to the system and pilot
programs will determine methods to be used
for their distribution./



65. Craphi_ drawing

MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
UTILIZATION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

SLIDE AUDIO

illustrat ng staff and
years needed for implementation.

66. Repeat Slide 042.

67. Repeat Slide 1/42 with a section lifted out
of each component.

-10-

A mi m of five years should be allowed
for fu implementation. A staff of seven
to eight persons will be adequate for imple-
mentation and operation of the system,/

In considering the required ,funding for
implementation of the system it should be
noted that all four major components of the
system design are interrelated. Acquisition
and selection, materials preparation and
referencing, duplication and distribution,
and-user services are all necessary to
delivering the curriculum materials to
civilian educators./

For this reason any reduction in financiaJ
resources should be reflected by reductions
in the level of effort by all four of the
components./

68. Split screen drawing of slide #64 and The first activities to be eliminated or
slide 057 with "Reduce" supered=over in reduced would be the distribution of audio-
Red. visual materials becau lf their expense

to reproduce. This sh A be balanced
against their effectivc Sass and wide-spread
usage as educational tools: A second area
of cutback could be in user workshops./

69. Title; User Needs, corresponding course
objectives, modification of materials.

70. Drawing of a military person handing
curr um materials to a civilian.

Considered increases in the level of
funding beyond that proposed could be
reflected in additional studies of user
needs;-ensuring-that the military course
objectives correspond with civilian course
objectives, or more extensive modification
or adaptation of military curriculum materiall
for civilian use./

The implemen.ation of this system would
make available to the vocational and techni-

.

cal education community thousands of hours
of -curriculum which can be readily adopted
or adapted to civilian use. Military
curriculum materials have been developed
under rigorous standards, are often criterion,.
referenced and self-paced, use much of the

-

latest educational technology, and are
constantly updated. The civilian community

.

can and should take advantage of this out-
standing resource./
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71. Repeat Slide #42
Implementation of the system is an

essential next step in accomplishing this
goal./

72. THE END MUSIC UP.

MUSIC OUT
(STOP TAPE)


